
Simplify
Your Speaking
Workshop



ONE

This workshop is designed to push people outside their areas of comfort 

and explore being more adventurous in their wording and more passionate 

in their delivery, whilst being concise and congruent when getting to the 

heart of what they do.

All of this ties together with physiology, the combination of our words our 

actions and our attitudes, put simply, the way we speak and the way we 

move.

In the session, I draw on my experience training with Dr Rich Allen in New 

Zealand, Australia, Canada and America. Dr Rich Allens work is grounded 

in accelerated brain- based adult learning, fundamentally, how the brain 

receives, processes, stories and recalls information.

I run the session with an increased delivery element were the participants 

deliver with more power, more gesture, more of everything. They get to push 

past their own areas of comfort to discover that they can be more assertive 

in speaking confidently about themselves and what they do.

Are you looking to develop your skills as a 
communicator?
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TWO

• 2 questions for identifying outcomes as a speaker

• Script development

• Learning to time your talks

• Delivery and group feedback

• Refinement of script

• Levels of delivery; x2, x4, x6

• Video final level of delivery

• Effective use of feet, hands, and face

• Review and debrief experience and learnings

What’s involved:

Participants will benefit from learning how to:

• Write a powerful script that aligns to the 2 questions for identifying 

speaker outcomes

• Time their talks, stick to their time and regulate their speaking pace

• Influence and persuade through cohesive and compelling design and 

delivery of their talks

• Receive and implement developmental feedback

• Examine their delivery style and uncover areas for improvement

• Exude confidence in design, development and delivery of key messages
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THREE

All participants need to identify a topic that they would like to practice. 

Below are some topics to consider:

• Celebratory video testimonial for work done well by colleagues or 

suppliers or a thank you video

• Upcoming meeting where you’re sharing information or presenting

• A talk that you are delivering externally or internally

• Specialist topic that only you do at work

• Project updates or summary

Requirements from participants:
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Reserve your seat at my two day 
workshop and learn how to become 
a better communicator.

Simplify Your 
Speaking Workshop

RESERVE A SEAT

WWW.MICHAELPHILPOTT.CO.NZ

https://www.michaelphilpott.co.nz/services/simplify-your-speaking-workshop#Reserve

